Porosity and continuous, nowhere differentiable functions(*) VALERIU ANISIU (1) 1. Introduction S. Banach [1] and S. Mazurkiewicz [6] showed that in the Banach space C[ 0 1] of all continuous functions on [0, 1 ~, endowed with the sup-norm, the set of nowhere differentiable functions is a residual ( i. e. a complement of a meager set). The [4] , [5] Let us mention that, the value of a in our setting is not significant for a 03C3-porous set, because a theorem of Zajicek [11] states that there exists a countable decomposition which has a uniform porosity arbitrarly closed to 1/2.
Note also that, as the referee pointed out, the proof of the theorem 2.2 also gives that the exceptional set is 03C3-very porous (in terminology of [12] Recall that if denotes the Lebesgue measure in R and A ç IR is measurable then the right lower density of A at t E IR is defined (see [9] , [10] 
